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Learning-Related Plasticity of Temporal Coding in
Simultaneously Recorded Amygdala–Cortical Ensembles
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Emotional learning requires the coordinated action of neural populations in limbic and cortical networks. Here, we performed simulta-
neous extracellular recordings from gustatory cortical (GC) and basolateral amygdalar (BLA) neural ensembles as awake, behaving rats
learned to dislike the taste of saccharin [via conditioned taste aversion (CTA)]. Learning-related changes in single-neuron sensory
responses were observed in both regions, but the nature of the changes was region specific. In GC, most changes were restricted to
relatively late aspects of the response (starting �1.0 s after stimulus administration), supporting our hypothesis that in this paradigm
palatability-related information resides exclusively in later cortical responses. In contrast, and consistent with data suggesting the
amygdala’s primary role in judging stimulus palatability, CTA altered all components of BLA taste responses, including the earliest.
Finally, learning caused dramatic increases in the functional connectivity (measured in terms of cross-correlation peak heights) between
pairs of simultaneously recorded BLA and GC neurons, increases that were evident only during taste processing. Our simultaneous assays
of the activity of single neurons in multiple relevant brain regions across learning suggest that the transmission of taste information
through amygdala– cortical circuits plays a vital role in CTA memory formation.
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Introduction
Perception and learning necessarily involve coordinated action
among distributed groups of neurons, but such relationships
have seldom been investigated in real time. Conditioned taste
aversion (CTA), a simple learning paradigm whereby a formerly
preferred taste becomes unpalatable after being paired with gas-
tric distress (Nachman and Ashe, 1973; Bermudez-Rattoni et al.,
1986; Gallo et al., 1992; Rollins et al., 2001), offers a unique win-
dow into systems-level properties of learning, because it vitally
involves both basolateral amygdala (BLA) (Nachman and Ashe,
1974; Rollins et al., 2001; Reilly and Bornovalova, 2005; Wang et
al., 2006) and gustatory cortex (GC) (Gallo et al., 1992; Schafe
and Bernstein, 1998; Berman and Dudai, 2001; Stone et al., 2005),
and because the speed with which taste aversions are learned
makes it feasible to maintain isolations of single neurons from
before until after learning using chronic microwire techniques
(Katz et al., 2001b).

CTA training changes both GC (Yasoshima et al., 1995b; Ya-
soshima and Yamamoto, 1998) and BLA (Buresova et al., 1979;
Yasoshima et al., 1995a) taste responses, but the properties of

learning-related BLA and GC responses have received little study. It
is reasonable to expect that learning-related changes in the two struc-
tures should differ. Palatability-related information only appears in
GC between 0.8 and 1.0 s after taste administration (Katz et al.,
2001a); CTA, which changes taste palatability without affecting ac-
tual taste quality (Berridge and Robinson, 1998), would therefore be
predicted to change only these later aspects of GC taste responses
(Fontanini and Katz, 2006). Indirect evidence, meanwhile, suggests
that activity in BLA, which is known to code palatability (Nishijo et
al., 1998), may drive CTA-related activity and plasticity in GC (Es-
cobar et al., 1998a,b; Escobar and Bermudez-Rattoni, 2000; Miranda
et al., 2002; Ferreira et al., 2005). Thus, learning should change earlier
aspects of BLA responses than GC responses [i.e., learning should
change BLA responses produced �1 s after stimulus administration;
for similar logic in fear conditioning, see Quirk et al. (1997), Armony
et al. (1998), and Repa et al., 2001]. These data also suggest the novel
hypothesis that CTA learning should be reflected in increased func-
tional connectivity between BLA and GC (see also Bauer et al., 2007).

Here, we examine taste responses in simultaneously recorded
ensembles of BLA and GC neurons held from before to after
learning, and present evidence supporting this set of hypotheses.
As expected, learning-related plasticity is restricted almost exclu-
sively to late aspects of GC responses. Learning-related changes in
BLA, meanwhile, demonstrate very short latencies; new BLA re-
sponses appear within 100 ms of taste delivery [before taste in-
formation has even reached GC (Di Lorenzo and Schwartzbaum,
1982; Katz et al., 2001a)]. Finally, the functional connectivity
between BLA and GC neurons, assayed during taste processing,
more than doubles with CTA learning.

These results reveal the relationship between single neurons
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simultaneously recorded from distinct parts of the distributed
CTA network, and as such they offer important clues to the
systems-level properties of perception and learning.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Male and female Long–Evans rats (n � 18; 250 –300 g at time of surgery)
served as subjects in this study. Animals were maintained on a 12 h
light/dark schedule and were given ad libitum access to chow and water,
unless otherwise specified. All methods complied with the Brandeis Uni-
versity Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.

Surgery
Rats were anesthetized using an intraperitoneal injection of a ketamine/
xylazine/acepromazine mixture (100 mg/kg, 5.2 mg/kg, and 1 mg/kg,
respectively), with supplemental intraperitoneal injections administered
as needed. Each anesthetized rat was placed in a standard stereotaxic
device, where its scalp was excised, and holes were bored in its skull for
the insertion of 0-80 ground screws and electrode bundles. Multielec-
trode bundles [16 nichrome microwires attached to a microdrive (Katz et
al., 2001b)] were inserted 0.5 mm above GC [anteroposterior (AP), 1.4
mm; mediolateral (ML) �5 mm; dorsoventral (DV), �4.5 mm from
dura] and BLA (AP, �3 mm; ML, �5.1 mm; DV, �6.5 mm from dura).
Once in place, the assemblies were cemented to the skull, along with two
intraoral cannulas (IOCs) (Fontanini and Katz, 2006), using dental
acrylic. Rats were given 7 d to recover from the surgery.

CTA protocol
Adaptation. After recovery and throughout the CTA protocol, rats were
maintained on 45 min/d water restriction to ensure adequate motivation
to drink. Each rat was adapted to the conditioning context for 9 d: for the
first 2 of these days, it was placed in the testing chamber for 30 min; for
each of the next 7 d, the fluid delivery tubing was affixed to its head. Rats
were adapted both to slow infusions of 5 ml of water (delivered through
one IOC at a rate of 0.5 ml/min) and to 50 �l pulses (35 per session)
delivered at a frequency of 3/min.

Training. After the adaptation sessions, each rat received a single train-
ing session. This session was identical to adaptation sessions, except that
water was replaced with 0.15% saccharin as an oral stimulus. Video of the
rat’s facial responses to saccharin delivery was recorded to digital video
disc. Five minutes after the termination of saccharin exposure, the rat was
given an intraperitoneal injection of LiCl (0.15 M, 2% body weight) to
induce gastric distress. Rats were returned to their home cages immedi-
ately after LiCl injection, to ensure that they would not form conditioned
place aversions to the testing chamber.

Testing. Twenty-four hours after training, the rat received a testing
session, identical to the training session, in which the acquisition of CTA
was measured and neural responses to saccharin were again recorded.

Control conditions
An additional group of rats (n � 4) received “sham” CTAs, in which a
benign 0.9% saline solution was substituted for LiCl in posttraining in-
jections. Neural data collected from these rats allowed us to test whether
learning-independent aspects of the protocol (repeated sessions of taste
delivery, i.p. injections, etc) caused modifications of taste responses in
and of themselves. Another group of control rats (n � 2) received CTAs
to 0.1 M NaCl (delivered orally) before receiving sham conditioning with
saccharin; neural data collected from these rats allowed us to test the
possibility that the experience of sickness might change taste responses. A
third group of rats (n � 3) received CTAs to saccharin, but were then
exposed to NaCl as a taste on the testing day (to avoid confusion, we will
refer to NaCl used as an oral/taste stimulus as “NaCl,” and refer to sham
i.p. injections as “saline”). These rats received a second testing session
with saccharin 24 h later. This condition allowed us to test whether
successful CTAs were solely related to the taste delivered during the
testing session, and not to contextual elements of the experimental pro-
cedures (no neural activity was recorded in this last control group).

In all regards other than those described above, experimental proce-
dures used with control rats were identical to those used with CTA rats.

CTA quantification
Rats produce stereotyped, easily observed behaviors when an aversive
stimulus is in the mouth [i.e., gapes (Grill and Norgren, 1978; Spector et
al., 1988)]. A significant increase in the number of gapes elicited by
saccharin after training (by paired t test) served as evidence for learning
here, as it has in many previous studies (Breslin et al., 1992).

Electrophysiology
Neural signals were collected from BLA and GC during taste sampling in
both training and testing sessions. Differential recordings were fed into a
parallel processor capable of digitizing up to 32 signals at 40 kHz simul-
taneously (Plexon, Dallas, TX). Discriminable action potentials of no less
than 3:1 S/N ratio were isolated on-line from each signal using an ampli-
tude criterion in cooperation with a template algorithm. Discriminations
were checked continuously throughout each session. Time-stamped
records of stimulus onset and neuronal spikes were saved digitally, as
were all sampled spike waveforms and the discrimination file (Nicolelis et
al., 1997). Off-line reanalysis incorporating three-dimensional cluster
cutting techniques confirmed and corrected on-line discriminations.

Determining stable single-unit recordings across training/testing
days of CTA
To characterize the direct effects of CTA on individual neuronal taste
responses, we examined neurons that remained stably isolated across the
24 h between prelearning and postlearning sessions. The stability of mi-
crowire bundles makes this feat feasible (Katz et al., 2001b). To statisti-
cally evaluate the stability of our unit isolations, average action potential
waveforms from training and testing sessions were first mapped into a
three-dimensional principal component space using commercially avail-
able spike-sorting software (Wavetracker; Plexon). Multivariate ANO-
VAs (mANOVAs) allowed a comparison of the waveforms recorded on a
particular electrode during training and testing days of CTA. As a control
comparison, training sessions were divided into thirds, and mANOVAs
were used to compare the first and last third of the spikes recorded within
the single session. These sessions were at most 12.5 min long; thus, the
compared sets of waveforms in this control condition were typically
separated by a 4 min interval, an interval that all but ensures waveform
stability. Waveforms were only described as coming from the same single
neuron across training and testing sessions if the multivariate F value
comparing the two sessions was in the same range as those for the within-
session comparisons (supplemental Fig. S1, available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material); in practice, this criterion led us to define
neurons as having been held across learning only if the training and
testing waveforms were determined to have a �0.05 probability of being
different.

An empirical demonstration of the validity of this approach comes
from recordings made from control rats: in the absence of learning,
neurons deemed to have been held across sessions almost always re-
sponded the same to saccharin in tests separated by 24 h (see below).

Detection of lick-rate modulation in somatosensory neurons
Some neurons in GC respond to somatosensory stimulation of the
tongue and oral cavity (Yamamoto et al., 1988). These neurons fire action
potentials synchronized to the rhythmic (6 –9 Hz) licking behavior pro-
duced by the rat during taste sampling (Katz et al., 2001a). This spectral
signature allowed us to identify and then remove such neurons from
further analysis, and thus to ensure that motor behaviors (which change
with CTA) would not confound response plasticity related to taste qual-
ity and/or palatability coding. Power spectral density plots (256 fre-
quency values sampled between 2 and 30 Hz) were used to determine
which neurons, across an entire session, produced peaks between 6 and 9
Hz. Peaks in this range of at least 1.5 SDs above the average 2–30 Hz
power were considered somatosensory neurons, and these neurons were
removed from analysis.

Analysis of GC and BLA taste responses
Time-averaged responses (firing rate averaged across the first 2.5 s after
taste delivery) were compared with the averaged baseline firing rate (1.5
s of prestimulus activity) using paired t tests, with taste responsiveness
determined by a significant change from baseline (note that although
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learning sometimes caused subtle changes in spontaneous activity, all
results described here were qualitatively similar for raw and normalized
responses). � values were set to 0.01, unless spontaneous and evoked
firing rates were very low (i.e., �1 spike/s), in which case a slightly less
conservative � value of 0.05 was used. This adjustment was made because
fewer spikes result in a smaller sample from which to run inferential
statistics. To determine the temporal properties of a taste response, we
ran similar analyses on responses divided into consecutive 250 ms bins.
Finally, we performed a dynamic moving window analysis on the peris-
timulus time histograms (PSTHs) of each neuron (Katz et al., 2001a), to
determine the onset and offset times at which firing rates changed from
baseline (and the durations of these modulations).

Initial analyses of how learning affected saccharin responses were per-
formed in full neural ensembles, without regard to whether or not the
neurons were held across sessions, using the 250 ms bin analysis de-
scribed above. The percentage of training session neurons that produced
significant saccharin responses in each bin was compared with the per-
centage of testing session neurons that produced significant saccharin
responses.

Analysis of neurons held from before until after learning
To more rigorously and directly examine the effects of CTA on GC and
BLA taste responses, we analyzed the subset of units recorded across both
days of CTA training/testing. Paired t tests were used to compare firing
rate responses on consecutive days, first using 2.5 s and then 250 ms bins.
Statistical p values were set as described above.

Principal components analysis (PCA) was performed to compare the
time courses of pre- and post-CTA population responses to saccharin
(Stopfer et al., 03). For each neuron, the response to the stimulus was
averaged across trials and divided in consecutive 100 ms bins. PCA was
performed on two n � m matrices (one for prelearning and the other for
postlearning), where n � the number of neurons and m � the number of
time bins (25 bins of 100 ms duration, for a total poststimulus time of
2.5 s). The time course of the similarity was computed by measuring the
Euclidean distance between homologous points of the two matrices in
multidimensional space.

Analysis of functional connectivity between BLA and GC
Functional connectivity was determined by measuring the cross-
correlations between spike trains of simultaneously recorded BLA and
GC neuron pairs (held throughout real or “sham” learning). Pairs were
constructed of each pair of held neurons; if, for instance, two BLA and
three GC neurons were held across learning in one rat, six amygdala–
cortical neuron pairs were analyzed for that rat. Correlated activity was
examined for both spontaneous activity and saccharin responses in CTA
rats, and for saccharin responses in control rats. To ensure a stable anal-
ysis of cross-correlations during saccharin responses, 4 s of poststimulus
time was used (Katz et al., 2002). The absolute value of the cross-
correlation peak was measured within �500 and �500 ms of the spike of
each “master” neuron of the pair. To remove cross-correlations that
could be attributed to common drive onto both neurons (i.e., that did
not have to do with actual interactions between the recorded neuron
pair), the “optimal shift predictors” (cross-correlations made after the
trials of one of the neurons are shuffled; essentially cross-correlations
between the two PSTHs with trial-to-trial coherence ignored) were sub-
tracted from the cross-correlations made from the original data (Perkel
et al., 1967).

Histology
After the experimental sessions, subjects were deeply anesthetized and
perfused through the heart with saline followed by 10% formalin in
saline. Seven seconds of DC current (7 �A) were passed through selected
microwires in preparation for staining. Brains were removed and im-
mersed in a sucrose formalin mixture, where they remained, refrigerated,
until fixed. Sections (40 �m) cut through the implanted areas on a freez-
ing microtome were stained with Prussian blue for ferrous deposits
blasted off of the electrode tips, and counterstained with cresyl violet for
cell bodies.

Results
Associative taste learning
After adaptation to the testing/recording chamber, rats received a
training session of saccharin infusions through an IOC, followed
immediately by intraperitoneal injections of either an emetic
(LiCl) or neutral (saline) solution. We evaluated the develop-
ment of CTA by comparing the number of gapes [orofacial be-
haviors that communicate an animal’s disliking of a taste (Ber-
ridge, 2000)] produced in response to taste administration before
training to those produced after training (Spector et al., 1988).
Figure 1A shows that CTA rats (i.e., rats that received saccharin/
LiCl pairings) seldom gaped in response to the sweet taste of
saccharin during training sessions, but that they frequently gaped
during subsequent testing sessions. The difference between pre-
learning and postlearning responses was significant (t(8) � 11.4;
p � 0.0001). Gapes did not emerge in sham-trained rats (i.e., rats
that received saccharin/saline pairings) (Fig. 1B). The difference
between these groups was highly significant (t(13) � 8.8; p �
0.0001).

Saccharin–LiCl pairings cause few gapes in response to orally
infused NaCl (t � 1), but these same animals, tested 1 d later,
showed the expected aversion to saccharin (t(2) � 7.3; p � 0.02)
(Fig. 1C). Meanwhile, animals conditioned with NaCl–LiCl pair-
ings did gape in response to oral NaCl during testing sessions
(data not shown). This proves that our training paradigm in-
duced a true associative CTA; that is, rats gained an aversion to
the taste stimulus, and not to the testing situation.

The multisite neural sample
Spectral analysis (see Materials and Methods) revealed a subset of
GC neurons with obvious somatosensory receptive fields. With
these neurons removed (to limit the possibility that somatosen-
sory responses accompanying learning-related oral behaviors
might be confused with genuine learning-related responses), our
total GC dataset was 123 neurons (76 recorded from 9 CTA rats,
47 from 6 control rats). Because basic analyses revealed no differ-
ences between the saccharin responses of control rats that re-
ceived just sham conditioning and those of rats that received
sham conditioning after induction of CTAs to NaCl, data from
these two control groups were combined.

Of the 76 GC neurons isolated from CTA rats, 51 (5.7 � 3.9
neurons/rat) were recorded during training sessions and 47
(5.2 � 4.5) during testing sessions. Of these, 22 (2.4 � 3.1) satis-
fied our criteria for being held across both sessions. Of the 47 GC
neurons from control rats, 40 (6.7 � 3.8) were recorded during

Figure 1. Associative learning. A, Naive rats (“pre-”) seldom gape in response to saccharin
delivery ( y-axis shows the percentage of deliveries that caused gapes), but trained rats
(“post-”) do. B, Sham training, in which the nonemetic saline replaces the emetic LiCl, does not
cause increased likelihood of gapes. C, CTAs to saccharin do not generalize to other palatable
stimuli (in this case, NaCl), but even after testing with NaCl, saccharin continues to cause gapes.
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training sessions and 41 (6.8 � 4.1) during testing sessions; 34 of
these neurons were held across both days of CTA.

A total of 77 BLA neurons were isolated (50 from 8 CTA rats,
27 from 6 control rats). Of the 50 neurons recorded from CTA
rats, 34 (4.3 � 4.9) were isolated during training sessions and 36
(4.5 � 4.9) during CTA testing; 20 units (2.5 � 3.7) were held
across both days of CTA. Of the 27 control neurons, 17 (2.8 �
1.8) were recorded during training sessions and 20 (3.3 � 1.9)

during testing sessions; 10 of these neu-
rons were held across both days of CTA.
Figure 2 shows the saccharin responses of
representative neural ensembles, one re-
corded during training (left) and the other
during testing (right) sessions, from a sin-
gle CTA rat, along with photomicrographs
showing the locations of electrode tips
from a representative rat.

Taste responses in GC
Responses to saccharin in training sessions
were qualitatively similar to those ob-
served previously in our lab: neuron re-
sponses typically changed across one or
more of three distinct epochs of activity,
reflecting somatosensory (taste presence),
chemosensory (taste identity), and palat-
ability information sequentially (Katz et
al., 2001a; Fontanini and Katz, 2006).

When responses were averaged across
2.5 s of poststimulus time, 43% of the GC
neural sample recorded during training
sessions produced a saccharin response.
Of neurons recorded during testing ses-
sions, only 13% produced responses that
were tonic enough to reach significance
across 2.5 s. Figure 3A, which shows the
overall percentage of GC neurons that re-
sponded to saccharin in consecutive 250
ms bins separately for training and testing
ensembles, reveals this drop to be the re-
sult of the fact that relatively few GC neu-
rons recorded in testing sessions re-
sponded to saccharin in late (i.e.,
palatability-related) portions of the taste
responses; this drop between the percent-
age of saccharin responses in the first and
second seconds was significant (t(8) �
3.82; p � 0.01). In training sessions, mean-
while, the likelihood of saccharin re-
sponses was similar across bins (�30%/
bin, t(8) � 1.0). The difference between the
prelearning and postlearning distribution
of saccharin responses was significant
(� 2

(9) � 18.86; p � 0.02), suggesting that
learning, on average, may have truncated
responses such that postlearning modula-
tions were of insufficient length to be de-
tected in 2.5 s averages. A moving-window
analysis of firing-rate modulations sup-
ported this suspicion, showing that the av-
erage duration of GC saccharin responses
dropped significantly, from 768 � 92 ms
before learning to 427 � 56 ms afterward

(t(149) � 3.32; p � 0.01).
In control animals trained with pairings of saccharin and in-

traperitoneal saline (a nonemetic stimulus), training/testing dif-
ferences in saccharin responses were minimal. Whereas true CTA
training massively reduced the percentage of neurons that re-
sponded to saccharin, sham training did not (28 and 29% of GC
neurons responded before and after training, respectively, in
overall responses). Furthermore, similar percentages of GC neu-

Figure 2. Neural data. A, A representative pair of ensembles containing simultaneously recorded gustatory cortical and baso-
lateral amygdalar neurons, recorded before and after a CTA was established to saccharin. For each neuron, the PSTH shows the
average firing rate ( y-axis) from �1.5 to 2.5 s after saccharin delivery (delivered via intraoral cannula at t � 0; vertical dashed
lines). Above each PSTH, raster plots display individual action potentials as single black dots. Rasters are divided into 35 rows
beginning with trial 1 on top and extending downward chronologically. B, Sample histology, showing placement of electrode tips
(lesion holes are marked with arrows). Left, Electrode placement within the granular and dysgranular insular cortex. Right,
Electrode placement within the basolateral amygdala. AI, Agranular insular cortex; BLAv, ventral basolateral amygdala; BM,
basomedial amygdala; cg, cingulum; DEn, dorsal endopiriform cortex; DI, dysgranular insular cortex; ec, external capsule; GI,
granular insular cortex; LA, lateral amygdala; Pir, piriform cortex.
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rons responded to saccharin in each 250 ms time period before
and after sham conditioning. These results are shown in Figure
3B.

CTA-induced GC response plasticity, examined directly in
neurons held across training
The above analysis tells us only that taste learning changes the
percentage of neurons activated by saccharin, revealing nothing
about its impact on specific responses themselves. A rigorous,
direct analysis of the impact of CTA on GC responses can only be
performed on the neurons held across (i.e., from before until
after) learning. Such analysis showed that �32% of these 22 GC
neurons responded differently to saccharin after learning (Fig.
4B), and that this response plasticity consisted almost exclusively
of changes emerging after 0.75 s of response time (Fig. 4C,D).
This percentage of GC neurons changed by CTA is similar to the
percentage of cortical and amygdalar neurons changed by fear
conditioning (Quirk et al., 1995, 1997), and to the percentage of
cerebellar cortical neurons showing learning-related responses
during eyeblink conditioning (Katz and Steinmetz, 1997).

Only 3% (n � 1) of the GC neurons held across sham condi-
tioning in control rats changed across the training and testing
sessions (Fig. 4B). In addition to demonstrating that response

plasticity is purely a function of learning, this percentage, which is
essentially identical to chance, drives home the validity of our
unit isolation techniques; in the absence of learning (Fig. 1), the
saccharin responses of held neurons are stable across 24 h.

Figure 4A shows the prelearning and postlearning PSTHs
(light and dark gray, respectively) of three plastic neurons from
CTA rats, with time periods of significant pre–post differences
marked (horizontal lines). Each of the first two neurons pro-
duced significant responses to saccharin during the first 1.0 s after
stimulus delivery (one excitatory, one inhibitory) that were
largely unchanged by CTA. After this time point, however, their
postlearning responses differed markedly from their prelearning
responses. The learning-related plasticity shown by neuron 3,
meanwhile, began as early as 250 ms after taste stimulation, but
even this change continued into later aspects of the response
(Katz et al., 2001a; Fontanini and Katz, 2006). Figure 4C shows,
for each held GC neuron that was changed by CTA, the time
periods of significant pre–post differences (the neurons from Fig.
4A are marked), and Figure 4D summarizes these changes, dem-
onstrating that learning-related response changes began appear-
ing in the period leading up to 1 s after stimulus onset, and lasted
through the period previously described as reflecting palatability
coding.

Figure 4 suggests, but does not prove, that CTA specifically
changes late aspects of GC population temporal codes (although
the distribution appears far from uniform, the sample size is too
small for significance). A PCA time–vector characterization
(Stopfer et al., 2003) of saccharin responses in the GC neurons
held across learning (supplemental Fig. S2A, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material) was therefore used to
expose the overall effect of CTA on the population coding of
saccharin, by showing how ensemble responses move through
multidimensional space across time. Figure 5 summarizes the
effect of learning on population coding, showing the difference
between prelearning and postlearning responses at successive
time points in the full multidimensional response space. Al-
though present from the beginning of the responses, the differ-
ence between prelearning and postlearning saccharin coding in-
creased significantly at the 1 s mark of the response (t(24) � 3.87;
p � 0.001). Thus, and as predicted by previous work in our lab-
oratory (Fontanini and Katz, 2006), a learning-induced change in
saccharin palatability (Bures et al., 1998) appears to be uniquely
reflected in late epochs of GC taste activity leaving the chemosen-
sory epoch (Katz et al., 2001a) relatively unchanged.

Taste responses in BLA
Figure 6A shows, separately for neurons recorded in training and
testing sessions, the percentage of BLA neurons that produced
saccharin responses. As was true for GC (Fig. 3), the responses of
prelearning BLA ensembles are spread relatively evenly across
250 ms bins (�7%/bin); in postlearning ensembles, moderately
more saccharin responses were observed early (in the first 1.25 s)
than later, but this difference did not approach significance (t �
1); nor did the difference between the distributions of responses
before and after learning (� 2 p � 0.7). Similar results were ob-
tained for BLA saccharin responses from control rats (Fig. 6B):
there were no significant differences between the percentage of
neurons that responded to saccharin before and after sham train-
ing. In the small sample of sham neurons, there was an insignif-
icant trend toward more early responses; this trend was likely just
the result of random sampling. These data suggest one of two
possibilities: either CTA had no impact on BLA saccharin re-
sponses or response plasticity was distributed such that there was

Figure 3. The likelihood of GC saccharin responses in training and testing sessions, exam-
ined independently. A, The x-axis shows time (in 250 ms bins), and the y-axis shows the per-
centage of GC neurons showing significant responses to saccharin in ensembles recorded during
training sessions (solid line) and ensembles recorded during testing sessions (dashed line).
Similar percentages of neurons responded at all time points in the training ensembles, but in
testing session ensembles there was a striking decrease in the percentage of saccharin re-
sponses starting at �1 s. B, Similarly divided data for neurons collected from control rats,
showing that the changes in number of saccharin responses shown in A are a specific function of
taste learning.
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no overall change in the distribution of responses similar num-
bers of responses gained and lost at each time point). Further
analysis demonstrated that the latter conclusion was correct.

CTA-induced BLA response plasticity
Again, a deeper and more direct understanding of the changes
wrought by CTA resulted from an analysis of the BLA neurons held
across (i.e., from before until after) learning. This analysis revealed
that CTA learning does cause significant changes in BLA saccharin
responses. In fact, 30% of the BLA neurons held across learning

changed as a result of CTA, whereas not one
single BLA neuron (out of 10) changed in
control rats (Fig. 7B).

Learning-related changes in BLA responses
tended to have short latencies, and to last for at
least 1 full second (and beyond). Figure 7A
showslearning-relatedplasticity inthreerepre-
sentative BLA neurons that could be directly
observed undergoing learning-related plastic-
ity; as in Figure 4A, light gray PSTHs are from
prelearningsessions,darkgrayPSTHsarefrom
postlearning sessions, and horizontal lines
show time bins of significant response plastic-
ity. Learning-related changes had a very early
onset and long duration for each neuron. Fig-
ure7,CandD, summarizesthisanalysis,show-
ing that the majority of learning-related BLA
changes were of very short onset [in some
cases, starting earlier than the onset of any
taste-related activity in GC in this paradigm
(Katz et al., 2001a)] and long lasting. Other
BLA changes caused by CTA were diverse in
timing.

When the data from the BLA neurons
held across learning were subjected to
PCA, it was clear that prelearning and
postlearning population codes for saccha-

Figure 4. CTA-related plasticity in single GC neurons held across learning. A, PSTHs of three representative GC units recorded
from CTA rats, each held through training and testing sessions. Each example contains overlain saccharin PSTHs from before (light
gray) and after (dark gray) learning. Solid horizontal lines above the PSTHs delineate periods of significant learning-related
changes. B, The overall percentage of GC neurons for which saccharin responses changed, for rats that received CTAs and control
rats. C, The time bins during which CTA changed saccharin responses (i.e., as for the solid horizontal lines in A), for each plastic GC
neuron. The x-axis shows poststimulus time in 250 ms bins. The results for the neurons shown in A are marked. D, A summary of
these data, showing the total percentage of held GC units with modified firing at each time point.

Figure 5. CTA-related changes in GC population coding of taste for neurons held across
learning. The y-axis shows the Euclidean distance between matching time points in the PCA
analysis computed on the unsmoothed, unreduced data for successive 100 ms bins (x-axis); that
is, these data show the difference between the prelearning and postlearning GC population
codes for saccharin, at every point in stimulus-processing time. The solid horizontal lines rep-
resent the average distances computed for first poststimulus second and later time bins, respec-
tively; the dashed lines are SE.

Figure 6. The likelihood of BLA saccharin responses in training and testing sessions, exam-
ined separately. A, The x-axis shows time (in 250 ms bins), and the y-axis shows the percentage
of BLA neurons showing significant responses to saccharin in ensembles recorded during train-
ing sessions (solid line) and ensembles recorded during testing sessions (dashed line) in CTA
rats. No significant differences in the number of BLA neurons that responded to saccharin were
visible. B, Similar analysis for control rats.
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rin were distinct and unrelated (supplemental Fig. S2B, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The responses
were on separate trajectories from the earliest spikes and re-
mained on these different trajectories throughout poststimulus
time. Figure 8 demonstrates, in fact, that the distance between the
prelearning and postlearning trajectories was high at the earliest
time points, and that the trajectories did not appear to move with
any particular relationship to each other across time. Saccharin
coding in BLA was massively changed by CTA, which appears to

have induced a wholesale reorganization
of amygdalar processing.

The relationship between BLA and GC
during CTA learning
The above analyses reveal that new,
learning-related saccharin responses in
BLA appear early in poststimulus time
(Figs. 6, 7), whereas such new responses in
GC have a later poststimulus onset (Figs. 3,
4). This accords well with studies suggest-
ing that CTA may be underlain by plastic-
ity in amygdala– cortical synapses (Esco-
bar and Bermudez-Rattoni, 2000; Ferreira
et al., 2005). For such a hypothesis to be
considered feasible, however, it must be
shown that CTA genuinely increases the
functional connectivity between GC and
BLA. We therefore analyzed the cross-
correlations between simultaneously re-
corded pairs of GC and BLA neurons dur-
ing saccharin deliveries.

To ensure maximum interpretability,
the analysis of cross-correlations between
BLA–GC neuron pairs was restricted to
those neurons held across both training
and testing sessions. A total of 44 GC–BLA
neuron pairs were used (each neuron

could participate in multiple pairs; see Materials and Methods).
Figure 9A shows the prelearning and postlearning cross-
correlations for two representative amygdala– cortical pairs of
neurons: each correlation function hovered close to 0 before
training (green curves), and each deviated much further from 0
(i.e., showed enhanced functional connectivity) after training
(red curves). To summarize this analysis, we calculated the dif-
ference between the postlearning and prelearning peak heights
for each neuron pair (Fig. 9B, left bar). The sizes of cross-
correlation enhancements ranged from �0.07 to �0.44 (out of a
maximum difference of �2), with fully 75% of the cross-
correlations becoming more positive with learning.

We performed the same analysis on spontaneous activity in
CTA rats, and also on sham-trained rats. For neither of these
control conditions did training increase functional connectivity
(Fig. 9B, center and right bars): only 47% of the spontaneous or
sham cross-correlations increased with learning (ranges: �0.07
to �0.02, spontaneous; �0.09 to �0.06, sham). A one-factor
ANOVA for the data in Figure 9B was highly significant (F(2,100)

� 3.09; p � 0.01); the increase in functional connectivity ob-
served during taste processing in the CTA rats was significantly
different from that observed in either control condition (both
p � 0.05, t tests). CTA increased amygdala– cortical functional
connectivity, but this increase was specific to periods of taste
coding.

Figure 10 shows the raw cross-correlation peak heights for the
full sample of BLA–GC pairs, calculated during saccharin con-
sumption (left) and during periods of spontaneous activity
(right), before (white bars) and after (gray bars) learning. CTA
more than doubled the average height of BLA–GC cross-
correlation peaks, while having no impact on spontaneous cross-
correlations. The prelearning versus postlearning comparison
was significant (t(42) � 2.1; p � 0.05), and the postlearning, taste-
processing cross-correlations were significantly higher than
postlearning spontaneous cross-correlations (t(42) � 2.1; p �

Figure 7. CTA-related plasticity in single BLA neurons held across learning. A, PSTHs of three representative BLA units held
through training and testing sessions. Each example contains overlain saccharin PSTHs from before (light gray) and after (dark
gray) learning. Solid horizontal lines above the PSTHs delineate periods of significant learning-related changes. B, The overall
percentage of BLA neurons for which saccharin responses changed, for rats that received CTAs and for control rats. C, The time bins
during which CTA changed saccharin responses (i.e., as for the solid horizontal lines in A), for each plastic BLA neuron. The x-axis
shows poststimulus time in 250 ms bins. The results for the neurons shown in A are marked. D, A summary of these data, showing
the total percentage of held BLA units with modified firing at each time point.

Figure 8. CTA-related changes in BLA population coding of taste for neurons held across
learning. Euclidean distances between matching time points in the PCA analysis, computed on
the unsmoothed, unreduced data. The y-axis shows the Euclidean distance between matching
time points in the PCA analysis computed on the unsmoothed, unreduced data for successive
100 ms bins (x-axis); that is, these data show the difference between the prelearning and
postlearning BLA population codes for saccharin, at every point in stimulus-processing time.
Conventions are as for Figure 5.
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0.04). The difference between spontane-
ous prelearning and postlearning cross-
correlations was not significant ( p �
0.08).

In summary, CTA more than doubled
the strength of functional connectivity be-
tween BLA and GC, but only in the context
of taste processing itself. This, coupled
with the temporal relationship between
BLA and GC learning-related response
changes, leads us to suggest that increased
amygdalocortical communication is an
important aspect of CTA learning.

Discussion
Here, we have shown that CTA changes
the way that taste information flows
through simultaneously recorded GC and
BLA ensembles. Almost all of the learning-
related GC plasticity is localized to the
time period previously related to palatabil-
ity processing (Katz et al., 2001a; Fonta-
nini and Katz, 2006). Examination of the
subgroup of neurons held across learning confirms that pre- and
post-CTA PSTHs are highly similar for the first 0.8 –1.0 s and
divergent afterward. Concurrently recorded BLA plasticity,
meanwhile, has an extremely early onset and long duration. A
doubling of amygdala– cortical functional connectivity is ob-
served during post-CTA taste processing, a fact that, in conjunc-
tion with our other results, implies that taste learning increases
information flow between BLA and GC.

Sham conditioning (substitution of a neutral i.p. injection for
the emetic LiCl) had no impact on either structure; furthermore,
saccharin responses after induction of a CTA to a salty solution
resembled those observed in naive or sham-conditioned rats.
These controls make it clear that response plasticity was the result
of CTA learning, and not of (1) exposure to the taste of saccharin;
(2) loss of, or change of response in, well isolated neurons
through time; (3) peritraining intraperitoneal injections; or (4)
exposure to LiCl. The observed response plasticity is, in fact, a
specific function of taste learning.

The data support our contention that GC performs a feat
known as multiplexing, processing first somatosensory, then che-
mosensory, and finally palatability-related aspects of the stimu-
lus, in the time between taste administration and the appearance
of palatability-specific behavioral responses (Travers and Nor-
gren, 1986). Our previous work provided evidence of temporally
specific information in GC codes (Katz et al., 2001a), and dem-
onstrated that palatability-related attentional shifts preferentially
change epochs of the GC responses that code palatability (Fonta-
nini and Katz, 2006). Here, we show that CTA-related response
plasticity in GC is restricted almost exclusively to this same ep-
och. Because CTA specifically changes the perceived palatability
of saccharin, while leaving the taste quality itself unchanged
(Frank et al., 2003), these results represent direct evidence that
the late period of the cortical taste response is indeed reporting
the processing of palatability.

We cannot, as of now, offer an explanation for the fact that
most GC changes consisted of response reductions. It is clear that
the area of insular cortex from which these recordings were made
is vital for CTA learning (Stone et al., 2005), which suggests (al-
though does not prove) that late saccharin responses did not
merely “move elsewhere” in the brain; the most likely explana-

tion is that sensory processing is as affected by a sudden loss of
response as by a sudden increase in response.

Although it is possible that alterations in somatosensory re-
sponses, caused by learning-related changes in oral motor behav-
ior, cause response plasticity that “masquerades” as taste-specific
plasticity, such an explanation is at odds with the data in several
ways. First, the same ensembles containing neurons that lost late
responses with learning also contained neurons that maintained
significant late responses (data not shown), demonstrating that
the result was not a global reflection of gross mouth movements.
Second, the plastic GC neurons were not those with somatomo-

Figure 9. CTA enhances functional connectivity between BLA and GC. A, Prelearning (green) and postlearning (red) cross-
correlations ( y-axis, correlation value; x-axis, lag) for two representative GC–BLA neuron pairs. For each pair, the prelearning
cross-correlation is relatively flat, and the postlearning cross-correlation peaks are much higher. B, Average differences in pre-
learning and postlearning cross-correlation peaks ( y-axis) changed during taste sampling, but not during spontaneous activity,
and not for rats receiving “sham” training. Error bars represent SEM. *p � 0.05.

Figure 10. Raw cross-correlation values show the magnitude of learning-induced increases
in functional connectivity. The y-axis shows cross-correlation peak heights. Measured while rats
were sampling saccharin, cross-correlations for GC and BLA neuron pairs more than doubled
after CTA. No such learning-related difference was found in the same neuron pairs’ spontaneous
spiking. *p � 0.05 in paired t test.
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tor responses, which are easily identified as those that show
whole-session spike trains modulated at 6 –9 Hz lick rate, and
which were removed from the dataset. Finally, the observed plas-
ticity is appropriately timed to precede, not be preceded by, taste-
related behaviors in this preparation (Travers and Norgren,
1986). CTA-related plasticity almost assuredly represents
changes in palatability processing in multiplexed GC temporal
codes.

It is worth noting that rats can learn to avoid a taste with as
little as 150 ms of exposure when drawing that taste from a lick
spout (Halpern and Tapper, 1971), well before the emergence of
palatability-related processing in our experiments. This fact likely
reflects a difference between behavioral paradigms. When taste is
delivered through a lick spout, the rat must make an approach
behavior to acquire that taste. In our paradigm, meanwhile, tastes
are delivered through the IOC; our CTA is a classical, as opposed
to operant, conditioning paradigm. This difference is an impor-
tant one, because approach behaviors activate a broad set of neu-
ral systems in anticipation of taste delivery (Yamamoto et al.,
1988; Gutierrez et al., 2006). Anticipation changes basic aspects
of taste activity (Nitschke et al., 2006), greatly decreasing the
latency of taste responses in GC (Stapleton et al., 2006) and
changing the circuits involved in CTA (Schafe et al., 1998; Wang
et al., 2006). In an operant conditioning paradigm, we would
expect palatability processing and learning-related response plas-
ticity to both have shorter poststimulus latencies.

The amygdala, in contrast to GC, appears to be specialized for
processing stimuli with intense hedonic valence (Nishijo et al.,
1998; Small et al., 2003). As BLA is a direct recipient of taste
information from the brainstem (Norgren and Leonard 1973)
and the main output of hedonic information, it is reasonable to
expect that CTA-induced neural changes should appear in the
earliest portions of the BLA responses, much earlier than those
observed in GC. This was confirmed in our data: in BLA, CTA
modified firing rates as early as 0 –100 ms after taste delivery, even
earlier than the earliest taste responses detected in GC in our
preparation (Katz et al., 2001a). These new BLA responses, which
tended to be long lasting, are well timed to provide information
about acquired palatability changes to GC.

Earlier studies indirectly suggest that information transfer
from BLA to GC is a vital part of CTA learning. BLA output
courses to several ingestion- and reward-related regions, includ-
ing GC (Yamamoto et al., 1984; Ferreira et al., 2005). Further-
more, when tetanic stimulation is applied to BLA [a procedure
that induces NMDA-dependent long-term potentiation in GC
(Jones et al., 1999; Escobar et al., 1998a,b, 2002)] immediately
before CTA induction, retention of the learning is enhanced (Es-
cobar and Bermudez-Rattoni, 2000). A weak CTA can be en-
hanced by intra-BLA infusion of glutamate (Miranda et al.,
2002), but this effect is blocked by NMDA receptor blockade in
GC (Ferreira et al., 2005), again suggesting that amygdalocortical
connections are an important part of CTA learning. Relatedly, a
recent report (Bauer et al., 2007) shows that �-oscillatory (35– 45
Hz) field potential coherence between BLA and rhinal cortex
increases across 6 d of learning to respond to a visual cue paired
with a food reward.

Our single-unit recordings from BLA and GC neurons pro-
vide direct evidence that shifts in hedonic values may be under-
lain by increased functional connectivity in the amygdalocortical
pathway, and suggests that perceptual learning is specifically re-
flected in increased functional connectivity between brain re-
gions. Cross-correlations between pairs of BLA and GC neurons
increased (more than doubling) during posttraining presenta-

tions of saccharin. Although this change is nonintuitive, given the
reduction in response in GC caused by learning, it is easily incor-
porated into the overall characterization of CTA-induced plastic-
ity: changes in functional connectivity are dissociable from
changes in firing rate; if all of the “random” spikes are removed
from two spike trains, for instance, the firing rates of both will go
down but the cross-correlation between the two will increase.

The learning-related increase in functional connectivity was
specific to taste processing (it was not observed during periods of
spontaneous firing), and thus indicates a specific role for
BLA–GC interactions during aversive saccharin processing. To-
gether, these results suggest that amygdalocortical information
transfer may be a vital part of conditioned taste aversions. How
GC takes excitatory input from BLA and transforms it into inhi-
bitions of activity is a question that will probably need to be
answered by slice or in vivo intracellular experiments examining
learning-induced changes in cortical microcircuitry.

These results of course investigate only a part of the circuitry
involved in generating an experience-dependent taste percept.
The importance and novelty of this work is that it directly shows
that it is reasonable to characterize perception and perceptual
learning in terms of “information flow” across distributed net-
works. Future work will continue to expand our understanding
of the real-time multiarea interactions by recording from even
larger networks.
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